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Abstract
In this paper, we show in some selected applications a comparative study among

some popular existing approximation and numerical methods being used in Bayesian
inference. In each application, we show the practical aspects and advantages of each
procedure.
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1 Introduction
The use of numerical or approximation methods to get posterior moments or marginal

posterior densities of interest is becoming very popular in Bayesian statistics. Usually, the
Bayesian statistician has interest to find posterior moments of the form

fg(9)7r(®)l(el7>)d9 (1 )
fw(9)l(6|’D)dG)

where g(0) is a selected function of 9 E Rm,7r(9) is a prior density, ((GID) is the likelihood
function for 9 given a data set 1), and marginal posterior densities of the form

E{g(9)l73} =

'7r(91|D) = /w(61,62|1>)d92 (2)

where 7r(61, 92, ID) is the joint posterior density for 9 = (91, 92), 61 E R" and 62 E R'""‘.

When it is not possible to get exact analytical solutions for the integrals in (1) and
(2), the Bayesian statistician chooses one among the different existing strategies: the use
of numerical methods (see for example, Naylor and Smith, 1982); the use of approximation
methods for integrals (see for example, Lindley, 1980; or Tierney and Kadane, 1986); or the
use of Monte Carlo procedures or Gibbs sampling (see for example Kloek and Van Dijk,
1978; or Gelfand and Smith, 1990).

In some applications, the Bayesian statistician could be undecided by the best strategy
in terms of computational cost and accuracy of the obtained results. In this paper, we
show in one comparative study with some selected applications, the practical aspects of each
integration procedure available to solve the integrals in (l) and (2).

2 Posterior Moments
In this section, we present a brief summary of some well known procedures available to

solve integration problems in Bayesian statistics.

2.1 Tierney and Kadane Approximation
The method of approximation for posterior moments introduced by Tierney and Kadane

(1986) is based on Laplace’s approximations for the integrals in the numerator and denom-
inator of (1). Laplace’s method for approximation of integrals is used to solve integrals of
the form

1 = / f(®)erp{—nh(9)}d® (3)
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where -—nh(9) is a function having a maximum at 6 and which satisfies the usual regularity
conditions.

To approximate integralshof the form (3), Laplace’s method assumes an expansion of h
and f in Taylor series about 0 (see Tierney and Kadane, 1986; or Tierney, Kass and Kadane.
1989a, 1989b).

With 9 one-dimensional, Laplace’s approximation for I is given by

A w 1/2 '

A A
1 f=v (35) a f(9)ezp{—nh(9)} - (4)

where a = {h"(é)}-1/2.

In the m-dimensional case,

Te (21r)m/2{det(n ,j‘(c?>))}“’2 f((§)e:cp{—nh(@)} (5)

where 2;l(é) is the Hessian matrix of h at 6, given by 2;1(é) = ($97) lg ;i,j =
1,2,. . . ,m.

To approximate the posterior moment (1) using Laplace’s method, we could consider
7r(6)1(@lD) = ezp{—nh(6)} for the numerator and denominator of (l) with f equals to g
and 1, respectively. Thus, we get the modal approximation

Merv} e «6» {1 + 0 (n-’)} (6)

where C:) is the mode of 7r(G)|D).

We can consider other choices for f in the integrals in the numerator and denominator
of (1) to get more accurate approximations for the posterior moment (1). Considering f = 1

in both integrals in (1), we have:

fe“""'(9)d@
fie-"Mews (7)

where g(®) is a positive function, —nh(6) = In7r(G)) + lnl(9lD) and —nh'(@) = lng(@) —

nh((~)).

E{g(@)l17} =

Using Laplace’s method for both integrals in (7), we get

E{g<e)|v} a ($5) ezp{-[h' (é')-h<é>1} (8)



where O maximizes —nh(9),é‘ maximizes -—nh'(9),a = {det (n ,:1((:)))}"]/2 and a‘ =

{M r; (s-))}"”
This approximation satisfies,

E{g(6)ID} = Emenv} (1 + owe) . (9)

Usually, we get good accuracy for the approximation (8), especially for large values of
n, but this approximation could be improved in many cases, considering an appropriate
reparametrization (see for example, Achcar and Smith, 1990; or Kass and Slate, 1992).

2.2 Numerical Methods
The use of numerical methods is another strategy explored by many Bayesian statisticians

(see for example, Naylor and Smith, 1982). Usually, these methods are appropriate for
problems with small number of parameters. One of these methods is given by Simpson’s
rule, where for one-parameter case is given by

b h
[a f(0)d@ = 5 (fo + 4f1+ 2f2 + 4f3 + - - . + 2f2n-2 + 4f2n-1'i‘ fzn) (10)

where fr = f (O,), and the finite interval (a, b] is divided in 2n (even number) of sub intervals,
each one of length h, such that b- a = 2nh. The error for (10) is R,,—-— —-—(b— a)h‘f(4)(§),
where a < 5 < b.

Simpson’s rule is appropriate when the interval [a, b] is finite and f(O) is differentiable,
which is not possible to occur in many Bayesian applications, or KO) could be very compli—
cated.

Naylor and Smith (1982) use Gaussian quadrature procedures to solve the integration
problems in Bayesian statistics. To use Gaussian rules, we should choose a. non-negative
integrable function w(O), such that.

b b

j. f(6)d®= /. gg(O)w(O)dO (11)

Whereyc(9 )= f(9 )/w(9)
One possible choice is given by orthogonal polynomials (see for example, Conte and De

Boer, 1965) to find efficient methods to approximate (1).

In practical work, we could use different systems of orthogonal polynomials. One possi-
bility, explored by Naylor and Smith (1982) is given by the class of orthogonal polynomials



which are orthogonals relative to the weight function w(9) - emp{-—G’}, in the interval,
[a,b] = [-oo,oo].

Thus, we have the approximation,

/°° e-e’ga(e>de 2 gender) + a (12)
'°° k=1

where 91,92, . . . , 6" are the roots of the polynomial equation of Hermite HAG) = 0, and

n—l |
——-———22n-fi

, . (13)
" [Ha-fled] .

The values of the roots 6], and of the coeficients ak are given in tables (see for example,
Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, p. 924). In table 1, we have some values of Gk and cu, for
Gauss-Hermite quadrature with n S 5.

0k:

Table 1: Roots of polynomial equation of Hermite HAG) and coefficients for Gauss-Hermite
quadrature (n S 5).

n e), 0k
1 0 1.772454
2 i 0.707107 0.886227
3 0 1.181636

zi: 1.224745 0.295410
4 i 0.524648 0.804914

:l: 1.650680 0.081313
5 0 0.945309

:l: 0958572 0393619
zi: 2.020183 0.019953

2.3 Monte Carlo Procedure
The approximation and numerical methods of integration considered above, usually are

not appropriate for high dimensional problems (m 2 5). An alternative way for these prob-
lems is to use Monte Carlo procedure.

To use Monte Carlo procedure for integrations to approximate the posterior moment
(1), we should choose a generating density HAG) defined as an “ importance density” (see
for example, Kloek and Van Dijk, 1978; or Geweke, 1989). The choice of the “importance
density” hiAO), usually follows two important points:
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(i) hue) approximates the posterior density for 0.

(ii) A sample of size M is easily generated by MAG).

We can rewrite (1) in the form

E{y(9)ID} = / g(e)wM(e)de (14)

where wM(6) = Zgllggde .

Using Monte Carlo, we find

M

Emenv} '=v saw-men) (15)
m=l

where the weights imam) are given by

"(9m)I(OMID)/hhl(em)amen.) =
25,11 [,(@,)z(ej|v)/hx,(ej)l

Observe that,

(i) The sum of weights fliM(6m) is equals to one.

(ii) Since I(G)m/D) and 1r(6m) are given in ratio form, we only need their Kernels in place
of the complete densities.

(iii) The accuracy of the approximation (15) depends on the choice of MAO).

3 Marginal Posterior Densities
To approximate marginal posterior densities of one or some coordinates of 6 6 R“,

we could use directly one of the existing approximation or numerical methods to get the
marginal posterior density of interest. If we have interest to approximate marginal posterior
densities of nonlinear functions of the form 1) = g(6), we could find the marginal posterior
density of 17 based on a complete specification of a transformation. or we could use one of the
approximation procedures for nonlinear functions proposed by Tierney, Kass and Kadane
(1989) and by Leonard, Hsu and Tsui (1989).



3.1 Tierney, Kass and Kadane Approximation
When we consider a partition of G) 6 R'" in the form 6 = (61,62),61 E R" and

92 E R'""", we could use Laplace’s method directly to get approximations for the marginal
posterior density of r) = g(0) = G),, given by

flow) = / fl(9,,®g|’D)d€)2 (16)

where «(enema = c flehenexn—nuehen}.
Using Laplace’s method, we get

. 1/2 A

Mono) Q (21r)‘l'={____detEW} _________1r(61,92(91)|D)

dd 2 “(éhézlpl
where E is the inverse ofAthe Hessian matrix of nh(®1,02) at 6) = (éhég), the local
maximum of —nh(9,,62),92(61) maximizes -—nh9,(62) = —11h(0,,02) with 9, fixed and
§Z(91) is the inverse of the Hessian matrix of nh9,(02) at 92(01). Usually, we consider
f(91,®2) = 1 in (16).

(17)

In many applications, we have interest to approximate marginal posterior densities of
more general functions 1; = g(@),9 e B”, where g is a nonlinear real-valued or k-
dimensional vector-valued function and it is assumed to be smooth and to have a gradient
different of zero, or a J acobian that is of rank k, near the mode of the joint posterior density
for 9. In some applications, it is possible to use a global transformation ct = ¢(0), such
that ¢ = (g(9), 92), but in many cases this is difficult or impossible to obtain.

Tierney, Kass and Kadane (1989) consider an approximation that does not depend on an
explicit specification of a transformation. Considering g(®) a k-dimensional vector~valued
function, the TKK approximation is given by

fTKKUIlD) g
1/2

3 (2x)-%,{
det 207) T- (WHY?) (18)

det( E)det [(Dg)’ 2(77)(Dg)J 77 (OID)

where E is the inverse of the Hessian matrix of nh(9) at (5, (:)(17) maximizes ——nh(6) subject
to the constraint 1; = g(®), 207) is the inverse ofAthe Hessian matrix of nh(6) at 901) and
By is the gradient or Jaoobian of g evaluated at 9(r)).

Observe that:

(i) If g is one-dimensional then D9 is a column vector with components 6g{(:)(17)} /69,-,
for i = 1,2,...,m.



(ii) if g is k-dimensional, then D9 is an m x k matrix with elements 0gj {(§(n)} /8G), for

i=1,2,...,m andj=1,2,...,k.
We can write (18) in the form,

det 207)
1/2

-—-—-————-—— F) ’D (19)hdanrwmuwfl} “(”/)firxkfil'D) °< {

3.2 Leonard, Hsu and Tsui Approximation
Leonard, Hsu and Tsui (1989) propose another form to approximate marginal posterior

densities of nonlinear functions of the form 17 = g(6).

The LHT approximation for the marginal posterior density of 1; L; g(6) is considered by
expanding the logarithm of the joint posterior density for 9 about 007), the maximum of
-nh((-)) subject to the constraint 1) = g(9), up to second order. The LHT approximation
is given by

ammo) cx {det 2<n)}"’w(©(n)|1>)
(20)

x ”pg 1; >z<n)1,}f(n/é(n), m)
where I,, is the gradient of We) at @(17),(§(17) = (501) —— 207)!" and f(n/p,®) is the density
of 7) = g(6) at 17 when 0 has a normal distribution with mean vector p and covariance
matrix C. Observe that f, in general, needs to be approximated.

Leonard, Hsu and Tsui (1989) suggest to approximate f (77/607), 20”) by the density
of a normal distribution with mean g (é(n)) and variance

[Dy (é(n))]' 201) [Dy (©(n))] -

3.3 Gibbs Sampler
The Gibbs sampler is a procedure for generating random variables from a marginal dis-

tribution indirectly, without having to calculate the density (see for example, Casella and
George, 1992).

Consider 7r((:)1,62,...,@m|D) a joint posterior density for 91,92,...,9m and assume
that we have interest to find some characteristics of the marginal posterior density
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fled”) = / /w(e,,ez,...,em|1>)dea...de.., (21)

like the posterior mean E{61|D} or the posterior variance var {Gll’D}.

Rather than compute or approximate 7r(®1|’D) directly, the Gibbs sampler generates a
sample 911,91“. . . ,91,, of 1r(®,|D) without requiring it. From this simulated sample, we
can calculate the mean, variance and other characteristics of 1r(6, |'D). For example, to cal-
culate E{9,|D}, we could use 352}; 9“.

Consider the special two-dimensional case, that is, with 0 = (91,02),9 E R2. Gen—

erate a sample of ”(Gll’D) from samples of the conditional distributions 17r(61|92,1>) and
”(9,101,13), usually known. The “Gibbs” sequence is given by

r 1 I l r r r I
20, 107 217 n, 221 l'v'“, 2k, 1k' (22)

The initial value 0’20, is specified, and the rest of (22) is obtained iteratively by alternately
generating values

and (23)
9,20“) N ”(ezleippl-

The distribution of 01k converges to 7r(01|D) when k —» 00. A simple proof of this result
is given by Casella and George (1992).

Gelfand and Smith (1990) suggest generating m independent Gibbs sequenaes of length k,
and then using the final value of each sequence. If k is large enough, we have an approximate
iid sample of 1r(91]D).

4 Some Selected Applications
4.1 An Application Using the Cauchy Distribution

Let 11.4,7.3,9.8, 13.7 and 10.6 be a random sample of size n of a Cauchy distribution
with density

-1
f(yl®) = [1 + (y — er] (24)

where ~oo < y < 00 (data set given in Box and Tiao, 1973, p. 64). Considering a locally
uniform noninformative prior density for G), the posterior density for G) is given by

New) = c me) (25)



where H((-)) = 10511 + (11.4 - em" [1 + (7.3 - e)2r’...[1+(1o.6 - em”, and c" =
ff; H(e)do.

To find c", we could use an integration procedure given in section 2. Observe that H (9)
is different of zero for values between 6 and 14 (see figure 1).

Considering Simpson’s rule with h = 0.5,a = 6,b = 15 and 271 = 18 (see (10)), we find
C" = 536.34, that is, c = 0.00186. Also, E{®|D} = 10.618 and E{02|'D} = 113.433.

J I l l
10 12 14 1639ml- 0

Figure 1: Posterior Density for 6

Considering a numerical integration procedure based on Gaussian quadrature with Her-
mite polynornials, we find approximations for c“, E{®|D} with gG(O) = 6®2H(@) in (12).
With Hermite polynomials of degree n = 5 (see table 1) and since the variation of 9 in H(G)
is concentrated between 6 and 16, we have 69211 (6) ’=v 0 for values between —2.020183 and
2.020183. Therefore, we consider a transformation 5 = 6 — 11, that is, G) = 5 + 11 (observe
that ‘g = 10.56). Thus,

Hm = 10511+(o.4—o2r‘ - [Hes-firm“ - [Hem—021" -

(26)
[1+(2.7 - 921" [1 + (41.4 — gm“

In this parametrization we find c“1 = 531.68 considering Gauss-Hermite with n = 5.
With n = 12, we find c"1 = 536.30 ( observe that c“1 = 536.34 considering Simpson’s rule).

10



Also, with n = 12, we find E{£|’D} = -0.381407, that is, E{0|D} = 10.619 and E{£’|D} =
0.84294. Since E{O’|D} = E{£2ID} + 22E{£|D} + 121, we get E{(-)’|D} = 113.452.

Using Monte Carlo procedure, we choose an “importance density” MAG) equals to a
normal density N (11;4) since H (O) is different of zero for values of 6 betWeen 6 and 16.

Generating M = 100 observations of the Normal distribution N (11;4), we find approxi»
mations for E{g(0)['D} using (15) with

Hw(9m)/e:cp{—-1-(0m —11)2}

°.°H<e.-))—/ezp{ 116. - 11V}

With g,(e) = of, for 1' = 1,2, we obtain mew} = 10.626 and szm} s 113.483.

_

171M(9m) = (27)

Considering M: 80 observations generated from h‘M(0), we get E {GID} ’=“ 10.641 and
E{92|D}_N 113. 989.

.
We also find Tierney and Kadane approximations for E {QID} and E {62m}. For g.-((')) =

9‘,i = 1,2, we write,

f; (“HOMO
Bin-(GNP) =mwhere —nh((§)) = 5In10 — In [1 + (11.4 —- G)2] —- In [1 + (7.3 — 6)2] - In [1 + (9.8 — 9)2] -

In [1 + (13.7 — OP] — In. [1 + (10.6 — GP], and —nh;(6) = lng,-(G)) — nh(®).

(28)

From (8), we get

and (29)

MG) [m (51111651

{ks/KO; )

where G), G' and @' maximize —nh(€)), —-nh‘(®) and —nh‘(9) respecthely. Using Newton-
Raphson method, we find 9 = 10. 610, G)‘ = 10.650 and 9‘= 10.700. Thus, E{O|D} 2“

10. 625 and E { OQID}— 113. 584. In table 2, we have a summan of the obtained approxima
tions.

Ewan} g

11



Table 2: Approximations for E {9I'D} and E{®2|D}

ETOL’D E 6 ID

Simpson with 10.618 113.433
11 = 0.5

Gaussian Quadrature 10.619 113.452
(Gauss-Hermite with

n = 12)

Monte Carlo 10.626 113.483
with M = 100

Tierney and 10.625 113.584
Kadane Approximation

Some Important conclusions:

(3) We find similar results considering different integration procedures, especially in the
approximation of E{G|D} (see table 2).

(ii) To apply Gaussian quadrature rules, is is important to find the region of variation of
6, given a data set. An appropriate transformation could be very important to get
good accuracy of the approximations.

(iii) Monte Carlo procedure requires the choice of an appropriate “importance density” for
each problem depending on a carefully preliminary analysis of the data.

(iv) Tierney and Kadane approximations do not depend on sophisticated computational
expertize or a very elaborate preliminary abalysis of the data, and only requires max-
imuns and second derivatives of functions. It is important, to point out that usually, a
good reparametrization could improve the accuracy of these approximations, especially
for small sample sizes.

4.2 An Application Considering the Feigl and Zelen Survival
Time Data '

Let us consider the lenkemia survival time data of Feigl and Zelen (1965) considering a
concomitant variable WBC , the white blood cell count of a patient. They consider a model in
which survival times are assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean survival time
of the form Glee”, where a: is the natural logarithm of the white blood cell count measured
in units of 10000. Thus 61 represents the mean survival time of a patient with a white blood
cell count of 10000 and 62 represents the approximate percentage change in mean survival

12



timc corresponding to a one percent increase in the white blood cell count. Their sample
consisted of patients classified as AG positive or AG negative based on examination of the
leukemia cells.

in table 3, we have the data of 17 AG positive patients. We want to find the marginal
posterior density for the two year (t = 96 weeks) survival probability of patients with a white
blood cell count of 50000, given by

96
fl = 9(01,92) = exp {191592} (30)

Considering the data of table 3, the likelihood function for 61 and 92 is given by
'

l 17

«01, 92m) = e;17ezp{-3.7552(a, - b— Erie-9m} . (31)
1 i=1

Assuming a noninformative Jeffreys prior density for 01 and 62 given by 7r(®1,92) cc

1/91, we find the joint posterior density for G), and 92,

1
_

‘7
.

7r(G)1, Gng) 0: 0,“ 18ezch {-3.755262 — é— Etgee’z'} (32)
1 i=1

where 91 > 0 and —00 < 02 < 00.

Considering the transformation of variables 1) = g(61, 62) (see (30)) and (152 = 92 (Jaco-
bian is 96/[175¢2(—Inn)2]), the joint posterior density for 1; and (152 is given by

mam) aM x

_1 M 17
A

x emp{—3.7552¢2 — L%Z£_ Etc-I‘m}
i:]

where 0 5 77 51 and --00 < (152 < 00.

Using Laplace’s method, we obtain the marginal posterior density for 7] given by

("Inn)‘5-5(5$2)17

7) {zzlwe-I‘ll”[1n(56"')]2ti}1/2

A __1 $2 17 A

x exp {-—3.7552¢2 — (——%%)—5—— Z t;e“¢”'} (34)
i=l

7707117) 0< X

13



Table 3: Feigl and Zelen data (AG positive)

WBC/ 10000 Survival Times
(In weeks)

0.230 65
0.075 156
0.430 100
0.260 134
0.600 16

1.050 108
1.000 121
1.700 4
0.540 39
0.700 143
0.940 56
3.200 26
3.500 22
10.000 1

10.000 1

5.200 5
10.000 65

where 0 S r) S 1, and $2 is obtained by using an iterative procedure (e.g., Newton-Rapson)
for each value of r], such that,

_’__(g")17__(52—ra)321n[5e-ff]t,-+ 23.6052 = 0.
i: l

The mode of the marginal posterior density for r] (34) is given by 77 2 0.003 (see figure 2).

Considering Tierney, Kass and Kadane (1989) approximation for nonlinear functions (see
(19)). the marginal posterior density for 17 is given by

1/2

if - > 6'"h(él(77)'62(01) __di}2_(77_’____TAA(77/D) oc {d61[(Dg)'>Z(n)iDg)] (35)

where 0 < 7)_< 1, 607)— (0) (n ), (320) )) maximizes —nh(91,@2)—— 4811191 — 3. 755292 -
gl—l filt- 6—921. subject to the constraint 77—-— g(@1,02) = emp{-9——9365-2—} (or In(—— Inn) =
In96 — 17291 -— 621715), 201)IS theinverse of the Hessian of nh(€)1,62) at 907) and By18

the gradient of g evaluated at 901).

To maximize —nh(€)1,®2) subject to the constraint ln(——ln77) = 17196 — InO; — 021715,
we consider the function

14



Q(9u92) = ~nh(9n02) - HIM-1m!) - “196 + 17191 + 921n5} (36)

where p is the Lagragian multiplier.

Using an iterative procedure (e.g., Newton-Raphson), we find $207) for each value of 17,

such that

96f(é2)-- —0osgssit(aree'efi" + 0.063832m °92=- + 5 = 0 (37)
i=1 (171775 2

Also,

em) = 96/ [wash] (38)

The inverse of the Hessian matrix for nh(01,62) at (:)(17) is given by

a3/A —a2/A
207) = (39)

—ag/A (ll/A

where A = — = "g—ii‘f/an) = — a; + =— 3-4 m2 = areas/st) =
lr 1
291

7-1tgxge‘92n ,and 03“- ngflghfém ) = 3- i=1 t.1536—62“ .

We are using (91,92) rather than (®1(77),G)2(17)) as a simplification of notation.

From (39), we haveadet 2(17)=’1,(Dg)' )Z(17 )(Dg) = A‘1(a1b§ +a3bf —2a261b2), where
(D9), = (bl) b?)7bl= 39]4/60"):w, and b2— 8662i/éfil = 77(——Inr7)1n5.

Thus, the TKK approximation (35) is given by

(518617) {4755262 — 6L 2}; tie—62a}
l

{0103 + (131)? — 20.201 b2}1/2

where 0 S 77 S 1. The mode of (40) is given by 77 E’ 0.004. (see figure 2).

ffTA'KUflD) 0< (40)

In figure 2, we observe very similar approximations for the marginal posterior density of
77 considering (34) and (40). We also have in figure 2, the graph of the marginal posterior
density for 77 obtained by using Monte Carlo procedure with a generated sample of size
M = 150. There is close agreement among the approximations.

Another possibility is to consider Leonard, Hsu and Tsui (1989) approximation (see (20)).
The maximum of —nh(61,@2) given in (35) subject to the constraint 17 = g(01,92) =

15



MONTE CARLO

—-- — APPROXIMATION (40)

.-.-.---. APPROXIMATION (34)

”aunt's-amaze.

l l
. 404)“8 8 it 9 15

Figure 2: Marginal Posterior Density for 77

ezp{—e-%2-} are given in (37) and (38). The gradient of nh(91,82) at @(17) is given by

I; = (01,62), where

_ 91 A _,L§_,}_17..—§21-C1“ ”69; law)“ a, of =-1 t'6 '

(41)

and C2 = 125231; 16W): 3.7552 — g— 221 tfl‘iéezr' .

Also, 907) = (©1(n),éz(77))a is given (see (20)) by (5101) = éfln) —- A'1(a3c1 - am)
and 9201) = 9201) — A’1(a1c2 — (12C1) where cl and C2 are given in (41), (11,02,G3 and A
are given in (39).

Considering a normal approximation N(d2,d1) for f(17/©(17), 20)» (see (20)), where

d] = (Dg(é(n)))’ 2m) (Dg(é<n>)) = M («1153 + «1353 — mini») in = ag/aei|é(n),i>z =
69/302|(:)(17) and dz = exp{— £35}, and since In 201)!" = A'1(alc§ + asc'f ~—2a2c1c2),

we get the LHT approximation,
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A exp - -Z—,(n — dz)2
“LHT(V|D) °<W (42)

A 1 17 A

x exp {41755292 —
6— Ztse'ez“ + A'l(a1c§ + 0303 —— 2026102)}

1 i=1

where 0 S r] S 1. In figure 3, we have the graph of (42). The mode of (42) is given by
17 r“: 0.03.

l AL 1 ; T1
1

.OO .08 $16 24 .32 .40
Figure 3: LHT Approximation (4?) for the Marginal Posterior Density for 77

Some conclusions

(i) In (42), the normal approximation for f (71/607), 2(17)) can not be very good, since
we are getting a different approximation for the marginal posterior density of 77 (see
figures 2 and 3).

(ii) We could consider other choices to approximate f (17/601), E(n)) in (42) or to consider
different parametrizations (e.g., the logit, the Guerrero-Johnson (1982) or the Aranda-
Ordaz (1981) transformation, since 17 is very close to zero).
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(iii) The accuracy of approximations (34) and (40) are very good in comparison with Monte
Carlo procedure.

(iv) One great advantage of TKK approximation (40): it is not required the explicit spec-
ification of a transformation.

4.3 An Application in the Comparison of two Treatments
The data of table 4, represent failure times, in minutes, for two types of electrical insu-

lationin an experiment in which the insulation was subjected to a continuouslyincreasing
voltage stress (data given in Lawless, 1982, p. 138).

Table 4: Electrical Insulation Data

TypeA 219.3 79.4 86.0 150.2 21.7 18.5

(n,=12) 121.9 40.4 147.1 35.1 42.3 43.7

TypeB 21.8 70.7 24.4 138.6 151.9 75.3

(n2=l2) 12.3 95.5 98.1 43.2 28.6 46.9

From table 4, we have n,—— ng—— 12 (number of units in each treatment), n = n, + 112 =
24, 2:11 t,,~—.- 1010.7 and XI"), t2,—— 807. 3.

Considering the Feigl and Zelen (1965) model of section 4.2, where the failure times follow
the exponential distribution with mean Glee” with z = 1 for type A group and x = 0 for
type B group, and assuming the same noninformative prior 1r(€)1,62) or 1 /@1, the joint
posterior density for 91 and 92 is given by

7r(91,®2/D) or Gf2sezp{-12@2 — gal—(1010. 715492 + 807. 3)} (43)
1

where 61 > 0 and —oc- < 92 < 00.

To find the marginal posterior density for the t = 100 minutes reliability 7] = g(@1. 62) =
exp{——le°-e%-;} where r = 1 (type A) or :r = 0 (type B), we could use one of the existing
approximation methods. Considering the transformation of 1ariables 17: erp{— ell—Egg—Ozz}

and 902: (92, we use Laplace’ 5 method to get

179'107(—ln17)“ for x = 1

“(mm (44)
177'073(—1n17)11 for r = 0
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where 0 _<_ r] S 1. The mode of (44) is given by r“) = 0.2988 for z = 1 (type A group) and
77 = 0.2111. for x = 0 (type B group).

Considering the TKK approximation (19), we get

_J__r—_l_u_7 , 1

{10.107(—Im7) + 1}! 2 or a: _

17"°73(—lm7)“ for x = 0

Observe that both approximations (44) and (45) coincides for z = 0 (type B group).

7AFTKK('IID) °< (45)

In figures 4 and 5, we have the graphs of the approximate marginal posterior densities for
the reliability function at t = 100 minutes. We also have in figures 4 and 5, the graphs of the
marginal posterior densities of r) with z = 0 and a: = 1, considering a numerical procedure
based on Gaussian quadrature (Gauss-Hermite with n = 12). We observe close agreement
among the approximations.

I“\l
I ,-"\,
h. \_\\ -———GAUSS-HERMITE WITH n=12

ll! '\\ -—--APPROXIMATION (44)

-------- APPROXIMATION (45)

-°° ’.20 .40 .60 so 4’ 71

Figure 4: Marginal Posterior Density for 17 with z = 1
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GAUSS-HERMITE WITH n=12

—e-— — APPROXIMATIONS (44) AND (45)

Figure 5: Marginal Posterior Density for 17 with a: = 0

Some Conclusions:

(1) For x = 1 (type A group), we observe better accuracy for the TKK approximation
(45) in comparison with Gauss-Hermite procedure (n = 12) (see figure 4).

(ii) For x = 0 (type B group), we observe similar results considering the approximations
(44), (45) and the Gauss-Hermite procedure with n = 12 (see figure 5).
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